ABSTRACT Faster-than-Nyquist (FTN) signaling can improve the bandwidth utilization. In this paper, we will provide a comprehensive survey on the topic. The history and the applications of FTN signaling are first introduced. Then, the basic principles and the system framework of FTN signaling are presented. Next, more details on transmitter and receiver optimization are discussed. Finally, the current research challenges on FTN signaling are identified and conclusions are provided.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the exponential growth of wireless devices in the last couple decades, especially after the invention of smart phones and tablets that are capable of high-speed multimedia streaming, wireless data traffic has dramatically increased [1] , [2] . Bandwidth efficiency, the average data rate per unit bandwidth, becomes extremely important. For example, in Spain, it is expected to bid 1.5 billion EUR on a total of 310 MHz in 4G frequency bands [3] . In the future, wireless networks will face more congestion problems than today [4] . Therefore, improving bandwidth efficiency becomes crucial for future wireless communication systems and has attracted great attention in academy as well as in industry. A potential solution called faster-than-Nyquist (FTN) signaling [5] , originated in 1970s, comes into view nowadays.
Nyquist pulse-shaping criterion [6] emphasizes the orthogonality of signals to avoid intersymbol interference (ISI). However, bandwidth efficiency is sacrificed to guarantee such orthogonality. By allowing ISI, non-orthogonal signals are transmitted in an FTN system, which leads to a higher data rate and bandwidth efficiency. Although the ISI could be reduced and even canceled, Nyquist's first criterion has always been followed in the traditional communication systems due to the complexity of algorithms for FTN systems and the hardware restriction. Because of the fast development of semiconductor and integrated circuit (IC) technology recently, more advanced and complicated algorithms could be implemented on the chips, which brings a new life to FTN signaling to address spectrum shortage issue in future wireless communications [7] .
FTN was first proposed in [5] by Mazo in the middle of 1970s. By intentionally introducing ISI, FTN signaling has been proven to be able to transmit approximate 25% more bits per second in the same bandwidth than Nyquist signaling, without affecting the bit-error rate (BER) of binary transmission in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels. The Euclidean distance between the received signals, which determines the BER, will not decrease until the transmit pulses are crowded to a certain point. Compared with the Nyquist limit, the pulse rate where the Euclidean distance starts to fall is called the Mazo limit.
After a period of silence, both Mazo [8] and Hajela [9] investigated the minimum distance computation in FTN systems around 1990s. Later on, the study on FTN signaling has been widely extended to different aspects. In [10] , the most commonly used family of raised-cosine (RC) pulses, instead of sinc shaping pulses, have been applied to FTN signaling. Furthermore, the benefits of FTN signaling have been examined in non-binary and higher order modulation transmission [11] - [14] . The data rate performance of quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK), quaternary, and octal schemes as well as corresponding receiver design have been discussed. In [15] , the FTN signaling with nonlinear modulation has been studied and analyzed. In [14] , [16] , the constrained capacity and information rate for FTN signaling have been investigated. FTN signaling has been also studied in frequency domain, which is called spectrally efficient frequency division multiplexing (SEFDM) [17] , and extended to both time and frequency domains [18] - [30] . The existence of Mazo limit in both time and frequency domains has been proved in [18] , [22] . Multicarrier FTN transceiver design, optimization, and performance have been addressed in [20] - [24] . With the proposed transceiver architectures, FTN signaling can be combined with the current communication technologies, such as orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) [21] .
Besides spectral efficient, FTN signaling can further enhance the energy efficiency of communication systems as well because it improves the bandwidth efficiency without extra energy consumption.
Recently, FTN signaling has been extended to different scenarios. Spectral efficiency of FTN signaling in heterogeneous networks has been investigated in [31] . The information rate and existence of Mazo limit for FTN MultiInput-Multi-Output (MIMO) systems have been discussed in [32] . In [33] , a modified FTN based spatial modulation MIMO scheme has been proposed to improve channel capacity, which can double the maximum throughput of the traditional spatial modulation MIMO scheme. In addition to typical cellular communications, FTN signaling can be also applied to broadcasting satellite systems, optical long-haul fiber-optic transmission, next-generation large scale antenna systems, visible light communications broadcasting systems, and so on [34] - [38] .
Although FTN signaling can improve spectral and energy efficiency of communication systems, it also brings issues required to be addressed. To deal with ISI problem incurred in FTN signaling, different precoding schemes have been developed for different FTN systems [11] , [39] - [41] . The peak-to-average-ratio (PAPR) problem for FTN signaling is also discussed in [42] , [43] . It has been found in [42] that high PAPR occurs in the multicarrier SEFDM systems. Therefore, a novel algorithm based on a time sliding window crossing the extended symbol period of SEFDM has been developed. Compared with the selective mapping method for PAPR reduction, the novel algorithm is with low complexity and remarkable PAPR reduction but without increasing BER. In [43] , the trade-off between spectral efficiency and PAPR of FTN signaling has been studied.
FTN signaling has attracted a lot of attention and much more efforts have been put in this area recently. Therefore, in this article, different from [44] that focuses on the performance and properties of FTN signaling, we will provide a comprehensive survey on the state-of-the-art researches and developed techniques on the FTN subject. Specifically, we classify studies following the structure of an FTN system, i.e., from transmitter side to receiver side, and try to provide a big picture for the current study in FTN signaling area.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section II, the basic principles of FTN systems and corresponding research results are introduced. More details on the transmitter and receiver optimization are provided in Sections III and IV, respectively. In Section V, the current research issues and the future challenges in FTN signaling are discussed. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. PRINCIPLES OF FTN SIGNALING
In this section, the basic principles of FTN signaling will be introduced. The FTN signal and two important components for FTN systems, pulse shaping and equalization, will be presented. The relationship between FTN signaling and partial response system (PRS) will be discussed followed by two important metrics in communication systems, BER performance and capacity.
A. FTN SIGNALS
In most of communication systems, the transmit signals are typically linearly modulated. A transmit signal can be expressed as the summation of a sequence of data pulses,
where n is the index of time slot, c n is the transmit data symbol in the n-th time slot, E s is the energy of data sequence, p(t) is a unit-energy Nyquist shaping pulse appearing every T seconds, ξ is the time-squeezing factor, and √ ξ is a normalized factor to keep transmit power constant.
For the Nyquist shaping pulse,
According to Nyquist's first theorem, there will be no ISI over an AWGN channel if ξ = 1. In such a case, the frequency spacing, 1 T , is called the Nyquist limit. In FTN systems, ξ is less than 1 to accelerate the data rate or allow more data to be sent within the same bandwidth per unit time. At the same time, FTN signaling introduces the ISI to the transmission system. Fig. 1 illustrates signals with the Nyquist (ξ = 1) and FTN (ξ = 0.82) shaping pulse, using the sinc pulses with transmitted data {1, 1, 1, -1, 1}. Since the symbol duration is only 0.82T for the FTN signaling, the data rate will be about 1.22 times of that the Nyquist rate, resulting 22% date rate improvement but with the more complicated transmitter and receiver for the FTN signaling.
According to [5] , the BER will not increase until ξ falls below 0.802 for binary signaling over AWGN channels, below which the BER of the system starts to become worse. This point is called the Mazo limit. The Mazo limit also exists in frequency domain and can be improved independently in time and frequency domains [44] .
If FTN signaling is applied in both time and frequency domains as in Fig. 2 , then the multicarrier FTN signal can 
where k is the subcarrier index, K is the number of subcarriers, ς is the frequency squeezing factor, and c n,k is the transmitted symbol in the k-th subcarrier of the n-th time slot.
An FTN system can be built based on (2) directly. Since the e j2πnς t T part in (2) is similar to the discrete Fourier transform with squeezed spacing, fast-Fourier-transform (FFT) can be also used for multicarrier FTN signaling, similar to typical OFDM systems. Because the basis used in IFFT is set to be orthogonal, it is necessary to project the FTN signals onto the orthogonal basis, which is called FTN mapping. Due to the complexity introduced by using IFFT rectangular windowed sinusoidal bases, other types of orthogonal bases are preferred alternatives. The detailed analysis about the performance comparison among different types of bases can be found in [7] and the references therein. A recent research about a nonuniform squeezing factor scheme of a FTN system has been studied in [45] . With different squeezing factors selected in both time and frequency, the inter-carrier interference (ICI) and ISI of multicarrier FTN signaling are decreased.
B. FTN PULSE SHAPING
Pulse shaping filters are necessary in communication systems to generate band-limited signals and reduce ISI in transmission. In FTN systems, pulse shaping filters are still required to limit the bandwidth of the signals. By breaking the Nyquist criterion, FTN signaling intentionally introduces ISI to achieve higher bandwidth efficiency. Different from the Nyquist signaling, the Mazo limit and FTN capacity are highly related to the power spectral density (PSD) of the FTN signal, which is determined by the shaping pulses when the input data, {c n }, are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.).
Some typical shaping pulses have been introduced in [10] , where the Mazo limits for binary FTN signaling with different RC family shaping pulses have been found. The relationship between the minimum distance and the Mazo limit for the uncoded and coded non-binary FTN signals with root raise-cosine (RRC) pulse has been exploited in [11] . It has been proved that the coding scheme is unable to improve the minimum distance but beneficial to the Mazo limit.
In multicarrier FTN signaling, the performance of the Gaussian pulses and isotropic orthogonal transform algorithm (IOTA) pulses has been analyzed in [20] , [22] , [46] . Moreover, according to [47] , Gaussian pulse is the best candidate to increase the packed symbol number in both the time and frequency domains without BER performance loss and to reduce the side lobe power of linear modulation.
Well designed pulses should also reduce the detection complexity. Therefore, the selection of shaping pulse affects the performance of the FTN systems and is vital to the FTN transmitter design. More discussions on transmitter pulse shaping design will be provided in Section III.
C. FTN EQUALIZATION
With high bandwidth efficiency in FTN systems, the inevitable ISI has to be addressed effectively to ensure good error performance. Equalization, which is an effective method to deal with ISI, is necessary and is the most important part in the FTN systems. Therefore, a lot of efforts have been spent on equalization and advanced detection algorithms at the receiver side. In [48] , a new type of M-algorithm has been proposed, which uses low-complexity turbo equalization to deal with severe ISI introduced by the coded FTN signaling. The designed turbo equalizer in the FTN application can lead to as much as 4 dB energy saving and 35% bandwidth reduction at the same time compared with the binary orthogonal signaling. In [18] and [49] , sub-optimal detection methods, such as truncated Viterbi algorithm and M-algorithm, have been investigated for uncoded singlecarrier FTN symbols. A new method, called l ∞ -minimization, for recovery of uncoded binary symbols in FTN signaling has been proposed in [50] . The proposed method can achieve a better trade-off between the signal recovery accuracy and computational complexity than successive interference cancelation in [21] . In [51] , a multi-band architecture, called block-SEFDM, for uncoded systems and an FFT based soft detector have been discussed and analyzed. Single-carrier with frequency-domain equalization (SC-FDE) using FTN signaling has been proposed to allow a higher spectrum efficiency [52] . To cope with deep fading and poor conditions of wireless channels that severely affect SC-FDE, diversity combining (DC) hybrid automatic repeat-request (HARQ) can be used in FTN systems [53] . The iterative block decision-feedback equalizer, as a promising frequencydomain equalization (FDE), is employed to deal with ISI inherent in FTN signaling.
In order to address the exponentially increasing computational complexity of the FTN receiver, different kinds of frequency equalization have been derived in [54] . The proposed equalization structures utilize different strategies, such as suboptimal fractionally spaced non-linear equalization and soft-decision to balance the complexity and the BER performance. The FDE in [55] is especially beneficial for a long channel tap FTN scenario.
As indicated in [56] , the effect of fading of wireless channels on FTN signaling can be mitigated by receive antenna diversity. In [57] , an iterative cascaded decoder for two-dimensional FTN transmission has been developed from an implementation point of view, where a successive interference cancellation scheme is designed as a part of the inner decoder to deal with ISI and noise. In [23] , a low complexity two-stage receiver has been designed to optimize the frequency spacing between adjacent signals. An advanced equalization algorithm based on soft interference cancellation has been implemented at the receiver. In [13] , the discrete form of FTN signaling that renders the same BER performance in comparison with the continuous FTN signaling has been studied. With the discrete FTN form, the receiver complexity is much lower than that with the continuous time form, which results in more practical realization of the FTN technique.
Recently, to simplify FTN receiver design, pre-equalization at the transmitter side has been studied in [58] - [61] . As a typical pre-equalization technique, Tomlinson-Harashima precoding (THP) outperforms linear precoding schemes in combating ISI and filtering impairment at the transmitter side. The application of THP in FTN systems has attracted lots of attention. In [58] , [59] , THP has been used in optical communications. The proposed THP feedback filter and feed-forward equalizer structure have been proved to be effective in combating introduced ISI by FTN signaling in coherent optical systems. A THP-based scheme for FTN-enabled backhauls over high-speed microwave links has been proposed in [61] . The spectral efficiency of FTN systems with noise whitening under the proposed THP scheme has been shown to outperform the typical Nyquist system. The constellation convergence failures have been observed in optical FTN systems due to intentional ISI. Because of the special location of the THP feed-forward equalizer, the convergence failures can be alleviated. A robust THP scheme has been also proposed in [60] to eliminate convergence failures, where the entire system setup and operation principles are illustrated and analyzed.
D. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FTN SIGNALING AND PRS
A system is called PRS or doubinary when the shaping pulse, p(t − nξ T ), in (1) does not form an orthogonal set. That is, even when ξ = 1, the system is still partial response as long as the pulse p(t) itself does not satisfy orthogonality. From this point of view, FTN signaling can be regarded as a subset of PRS. They improve the bandwidth efficiency by intentionally introducing ISI [62] .
PRS can date back to Lender in 1963 [63] . During that time, the pulses, p(t − nξ T ) with ξ = 1, were well-designed to obtain the desired signal spectrum at the cost of introducing controlled ISI [64] - [66] . With the evolution of PRS, the case with ξ < 1 was developed and investigated, which is the FTN signaling. However, the intentional ISI generally becomes infinite length, which is more complicated to deal with. As for the benefit of the Mazo limit, the FTN signaling is also treated as a special type of PRS. With unique properties, especially its bandwidth efficiency, FTN signaling has attracted a lot of attention.
E. BER Performance AND Mazo LIMIT
BER performance is an important criterion for communication systems. One important benefit of the FTN system is that its BER performance is not deteriorated within the Mazo limit, leading to the bandwidth efficiency improvement. This is because the BER performance is determined by the Euclidean distance between two signals, which will not decrease until the Mazo limit is reached.
According to [67] , the Forney boundary for BER is given by
where C 1 and C 2 are two constants, E b is the average energy per bit,
∞ x e −y 2 /2 dy for x > 0, and d min is the minimum Euclidean distance between any two signal waveforms corresponding to different input data sequences. The Forney bound will be tight as E b /N 0 goes high. With the optimal detection, the asymptotic BER is
Therefore, the minimum Euclidean distance and its relationship with the Mazo limit in different communication systems are crucial for the BER performance of FTN signaling. Instead of estimating the minimum Euclidean distance numerically as in [5] , mathematical analysis and computation for uncoded FTN signaling have been explored in [8] . The Mazo limit for binary input with sinc pulses has been found in [9] through mathematical analysis. The minimum distance of M-ary FTN modulation, one type of PRS, is upper-bounded by the corresponding distance of the M-ary full-response systems [65] . The normalized Euclidean distance is not greater than 2 for M = 2 and 4/5 for M = 4, respectively [65] .
Since there is no closed-form relationship between the minimum Euclidean distance and the squeezing factor, an exhaustive search has been used to find out the Mazo limit and the minimum Euclidean distance in [10] . To verify the existence of the Mazo limit in frequency domain, an effective algorithm has been designed to search different error events in [18] . In [11] , an evolved algorithm to find out the minimum Euclidean distance, by narrowing down the searching sets, has been proposed for non-binary FTN signaling. The existence of the Mazo limit for MIMO channels has been analytically proved and obtained in [32] .
In summary, the existing work computes the minimum distance and determines the Mazo limit for different FTN systems mainly based on exhausted searches. Only some typical types of input data and pulses situations have been exploited. More advanced and efficient algorithms for general FTN signaling are expected.
F. THE CAPACITY OF FTN SIGNALING
We will take a look at the Shannon capacity of FTN signaling. The Shannon capacity can be expressed as
where P(f ) is the Fourier transform of the shaping pulse, p(t), and P ave |P(f )| 2 is the PSD of the signal. When a signal satisfies the Nyquist criterion, the Nyquist capacity [16] will be
According to [16] , the time-domain FTN capacity when B = 1 2ξ T , ξ < 1, and p(t) is a T -orthogonal pulse, called the constrained FTN capacity, can be expressed as
which is exactly the same as the FTN Shannon capacity. And it has been proved in [16] that C CFTN ≥ C N in general and C CFTN = C N only when p(t) is a sinc pulse. This is because the FTN signaling is able to use the excess bandwidth introduced by non-sinc pulses and leads to a larger capacity. It is also shown that the ratio of the capacity to the bandwidth approaches the Nyquist situation when P ave goes to infinity even though the time-domain FTN signaling can also improve the capacity. However, the nowadays orthogonal pulse transmission only achieves the Nyquist capacity because nearly all present coding schemes are based on orthogonal pulses. Therefore, how to characterize pulses to improve the capacity regardless of the power is an open topic. bandwidth is utilized by the FTN signaling because of ξ < 1. When ξ = 1 2BT , the FTN signaling accesses to the entire bandwidth, B, and reaches the constrained FTN capacity, C CFTN , which is optimal [16] .
In [68] , the FTN capacity with the RRC pulses in a spectrum sharing system has been studied. The effect of different rolling factors for the pulses on the FTN capacity indicates that the sinc pulses are the best to maximize capacity for the FTN signaling in presence of interference. The achievable data rate for a high FTN rate with independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) binary input symbols converges to the constrained capacity in [69] , which demonstrates the asymptotical optimality of the FTN signaling on channel capacity. In [70] , the capacity of a FTN system over broadcasting channel has been exploited. Two FTN broadcasting approaches, the sub-FTN and the full-FTN, have been proposed and analyzed. In [71] , the capacity of a MIMO FTN has been studied. The capacity gain of FTN systems with and without FTN mapper have been analyzed. The throughput of FTN signaling over multiple-access channel (MAC) has been considered in [72] . A sum capacity expression of the MAC FTN has been found to confirm its capacity improvement.
The aforementioned capacity is only based on time domain. The capacity gain introduced by the FTN signaling in frequency domain is seldom explored because the capacity gain introduced by outer spectral skirts has little contribution to the total capacity [44] . It is worthy to notice that the derived FTN capacity and the corresponding analysis are based on the T -orthogonal shaping pulses with the FTN time squeezing factor. However, it is possible to use non-orthogonal pulses as the shaping filter for FTN signaling. Although the FTN concept and properties have been extended to the non-T -orthogonal pulses in [73] , the corresponding analysis, such as Mazo limits and BER performance, is rarely explored and still a open topic. VOLUME 5, 2017
III. TRANSMITTER DESIGN
In this section, the principles of FTN transmitter design will be discussed. The FTN transmitter structure will be introduced first. Then we will present the design and selection of shaping pulses, coding scheme, and transmitter hardware implementation. The FTN transmitter structure is depicted in Fig. 4 . Since the time and frequency spacing varies for different FTN systems, direct implementation cannot provide satisfied flexibility in hardware. An FTN mapper based on projection scheme has been designed and used in FTN signaling systems to provide flexibility [57] . The FTN mapper is shown in the dash block in Fig. 4 . Since the FTN mapper introduces additional complexity, a new FTN offset quadrature amplitude modulation (OQAM) realization has been derived in [74] . A cyclic extension is needed in the modulation block, with which the system can switch easily between FTN and Nyquist modes.
A. SHAPING PULSE DESIGN PRINCIPLES
Usually, there are two kinds of methods, selecting the proper typical pulses and designing specific pulses, for the FTN signals. A shaping pulse can be justified by three metrics, BER performance, FTN capacity, and implementation complexity.
The Euclidean distance between two input sequences
where
is the normalized symbol difference. From (8) , the Euclidean distance is related to the shaping pulse, p(t). When the Euclidean distance and the corresponding error sequences are obtained, the shaping pulse p(t) can be designed to achieve the best BER performance. This means there are different BER performances for different pulse shaping filters in FTN. In [75] , the BER FIGURE 5. BER of the FTN system with different pulse shaping filters [75] .
performance of the FTN system by using several typical pulse shaping filters, such as Gaussian, RRC, Hamming, and Hanning ones, has been compared, as shown in Fig. 5 . From this figure, the RRC has the best BER performance.
In [10] , the performance of the FTN transmitter with RC shaping pulses has been studied. The events that reduce the minimum Euclidean distance have been examined and appropriate constrained codes and corresponding turbo equalization have been designed to retain the bandwidth efficiency gains. Given a minimum Euclidean distance and error sequences, a five-step iterative procedure has been provided in [39] to construct the filter. The practical receiver design has been also discussed.
However, for a specific FTN system, the shaping pulse, p(t), to guarantee the best BER may not maximize the capacity. As discussed in Section II-F, when ξ = 1 2BT , the constrained FTN capacity can be achieved. Nevertheless, for a shaping pulse that can maximize the minimum Euclidean distance of the system, the Mazo limit may not be able to reach 1 2BT . Therefore, the shaping pulse, p(t), should be designed to balance the FTN capacity and BER performance. In other words, given channel bandwidth B, the shaping pulse, p(t), with Mazo limit smaller than 1 2BT should be chosen. There have already been some well-known shaping pulses, such as the RRC pulse, the Gaussian pulse, the IOTA pulse. Besides, in [76] , a novel shaping filter design based on timedomain second-order polynomial function (SOPF) has been designed. The parameters of the SOPF are also optimized to reduce the ISI in FTN signaling. In [73] , FTN signaling with non-T -orthogonal shaping pulses, called generalized FTN signaling, has been explored. The performance of the generalized FTN and a basic method for the non-T -orthogonal shaping pulse design have been discussed. The extension from the FTN signaling to the generalized FTN signaling provides more freedom for pulse shaping design to obtain FTN benefits.
However, facing various FTN system parameters, it is necessary to design proper pulses through systematical methods, such as precoding. In this case, the complexity for both transmitter and receiver is an important factor and should be taken into consideration. In [77] , transmitter filters have been designed to reduce the receiver complexity. A proper transmit filter together with a channel-shortening receiver can further further reduce receiver complexity. A new multicarrier modulation scheme based on the Weyl-Heisenberg frame has been proposed in [24] . High spectral efficiency and flexible shaping pulses have been designed with the proposed scheme.
Since precoding schemes are able to combat introduced ISI and improve BER performance, many studies focus on precoding schemes for FTN signaling [40] , [78] - [80] . In [78] , a family of precoders, called sparse interference precancellation precoders, have been derived for multicarrier FTN OQAM systems. Since ISI introduced by the FTN squeezing process is known at the transmitter side, the proposed precoding schemes can pre-cancel it before transmission. In [79] , a precoding method to alleviate inter-carrier interference in frequency domain FTN system has been exploited. A hybrid structure receiver is adopted to enhance BER performance. The tradeoff between the complexity and performance are analyzed. However, the precoding schemes usually broaden the utilized spectrum and could cancel the bandwidth compression in FTN systems. Therefore, to take advantage of FTN signaling, sufficient conditions for precoding FTN signals without changing PSD shape and broadening spectrum have been also studied in [40] . In [80] , a precoding scheme in frequency domain has been proposed for FTN signaling systems. The PSD of the precoded FTN signals have been analyzed and proved to satisfy the spectrum broadening conditions for precoding FTN signals. In general, the precoding scheme design for FTN signaling should be very careful.
B. FTN CODING PRINCIPLE
Coded FTN has been proved to be able to achieve a higher data transmission rate. The performance of a (7,5) convolutional coded FTN has been shown in [44] . However, the computational complexity of the coded FTN systems increases as the cost for performance improvement. Therefore, effective coding scheme and the corresponding receiver design need to be further investigated.
Some recent studies have worked on this subject. In [81] , a multiple turbo-like code for FTN transmission has been proposed. The information frame is divided into different subframes and each subframe is encoded by turbolike code independently in the scheme. In [82] , an optimized low-density-parity-check (LDPC) code for FTN signaling has been studied. Using extrinsic information transfer charts, the improved performance of proposed LDPC code has been shown in FTN systems. A layered scheme based on space-time trellis codes (STTC) and turbo codes has been derived on an MIMO-FTN system in [83] . In the proposed scheme, a STTC inner encoder and a turbo codes outer encoder are employed in the transmitter. On the receiver side, the Bahl Cocke Jelinek and Raviy (BCJR) algorithm is used in decoder. In [84] , a new unified optimization approach for searching for LDPC codes has been derived. The algorithm searches for the optimal LDPC codes with a large girth of their Tanner graphs in a fast manner. The efficiency of the proposed optimization method has been demonstrated in the FTN systems using LDPC codes.
In most studies, FTN coding focuses on optimizing codes to improve data transmission rate and reduce BER. The complexity of the corresponding decoder at the receiver side is seldom considered. To achieve better performance as well as low complexity, the joint encoding and decoding schemes should be studied.
C. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
To implement an FTN transmitter, the tradeoff between the performance and the complexity has to be handled properly. Typically, the FTN mapper and shaping filters are the two most complicated parts for the transmitter implementation.
In [28] , the transmitter implementation based on the lookup table that maps the FTN symbols onto the IOTA basis has been investigated. Correspondingly, an implementation of an IOTA pulse architecture has been given in [25] . However, a look-up table based implementation is not flexible because all stored table needs to be recalculated when the FTN parameter changes, which leads to significant changes in hardware. Besides, look-up table stores the pre-calculated coefficients of each FTN symbols, which may require large memory. In [27] , [29] , and [30] , two new variants of SEFDM transmitter architectures have been presented and the corresponding implementation has been verified in FPGA.
The practical implementation is usually the key to a new technology. More well-balanced and flexible transmitter architectures are desired.
IV. RECEIVER DESIGN
As mentioned before, FTN signaling inevitably introduces the ISI in the time domain and/or the ICI in the frequency domain when its Baud rate is over the Nyquist one. Therefore, a very important issue is how to design a receiver with ISI and/or ICI suppression capability to recover the original transmitted data. We will discuss the receiver design for the time-domain and frequency-domain FTN systems in this section, respectively. Since synchronization, channel estimation, and equalization are very important to signal detection at the receiver, we will first introduce the receiver structure of the FTN systems and then discuss them for the FTN systems in the following one-by-one.
Corresponding to direct implementation of the FTN transmitter, the receiver structure is shown in Fig. 6 . If an FTN mapper is used in the transmitter, the FTN demapper will be added. Additionally, when transmitter realization in [74] is adopted, an inverse cyclic extension operation is necessary in multicarrier demodulation block in Fig. 6 . The receiver should be designed according to the corresponding transmitter structure. 
A. FTN SYNCHRONIZATION
In communication systems, synchronization is pivotal to guarantee that the receiver can determine the correct time instant to sample the received signals and adjust the local carrier oscillator of the receiver to the proper frequency and phase. In present communication systems, pilot estimator and blind estimator are two major techniques for system synchronization. However, because of the ISI and ICI introduced by FTN signaling, the performance of the estimators, no matter pilot aided or blind, are deteriorated. To improve the accuracy of the estimator in FTN systems, many efforts have been made in [85] - [91] , which can be summarized as follows.
1) BLIND ESTIMATION
New schemes improving blind estimation for time synchronization and carrier frequency-offset (CFO) for FTN signaling have been proposed in [85] , [86] , respectively. Since FTN signaling introduces intentional ISI, the time recovery methods for Nyquist system do not provide satisfactory performance in FTN systems. Therefore, a conditional maximum likelihood principle has been proposed to estimate the timing-delay for time synchronization in [86] . Since relatively long acquisition time is required for feedback estimators, this scheme is preferred in burst mode transmission. In practical, the CFO in FTN systems becomes more difficult than that in Nyquist system due to the time-varying envelope of carrier introduced by FTN signaling. To improve CFO performance for FTN signaling, the proposed scheme in [85] uses Newtons method to iteratively minimize the non-linear least squares error to estimate the frequency-offset for FTN signaling. It has been shown that the proposed method can be applied to high-order modulation easily.
2) PILOT ESTIMATION
To achieve high accurate estimation, there are also recent studies on pilot-based estimators in the FTN systems [87] - [91] . Because intentional ISI in FTN system causes the transmitted symbol deviated from the original constellation point, most carrier phase estimation (CPE) method for Nyquist system cannot be used directly. To deal with phase noise in FTN systems, a lot of recent research focus on phase recovery. A new carrier phase recovery scheme based on optical domain pilots has been designed for FTN optical communication systems in [87] . The transmitter integrates the pilot and the FTN signal over different frequency together. At the receiver side, the pilot signal is extracted from the received signals to compensate the phase recovery for the FTN signals. In [88] , a similar optical inserted pilot CPE method has been used for the FTN wavelength-division multiplexing transmission system. However, a quadraturepoly-binary shaping and a quadrature-poly-binary maximumlikelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) detector have been used at the receiver to improve optical signal-to-noise ratio. A maximum likelihood estimator has been derived to estimate carrier frequency-offset in the FTN digital video broadcasting satellite second generation system (DVB-S2) in [89] . To simplify the detection complexity, the frequency domain equalization method is utilized. In [90] , a modified DVB-S2 receiver structure, which consists of two different start modes to deal with the ISI deteriorated pilot signal, has been proposed. In [91] , a new pilot pattern for multicarrier FTN signaling has been designed to obtain better synchronization. In this pattern, the subcarriers adjacent to pilot subcarriers transmit no data. These adjacent subcarriers are called as guard subcarriers.
From the aforementioned studies on FTN synchronization, two major methodologies can be concluded. The first one is to design effective estimators that directly deal with the ISI/ICI deteriorated the FTN signals. In this case, the pilot signal, if using pilot aided method, and data signals are both proceeded in the FTN manner and recovered together. In the second method, only data signals go through FTN process and then are combined with pilot signals to be transmitted, such as the scheme in [87] , [88] . This kind of method can be easily implemented in the FTN systems with the FTN mapper since the actual transmitting signals are orthogonal after the FTN mapper. However, the bandwidth efficiency is lower than the first one.
B. CHANNEL ESTIMATION
In general, the accuracy of channel estimation directly affects the performance of communication systems [92] . Naturally, channel estimation is also very important for FTN systems. However, it is very challenging to the time-varying and frequency-selectivity wireless channels. Furthermore, nonorthogonal transmission of the FTN signaling will further increase the complexity of channel parameter estimation.
In order to obtain the accurate channel estimation, several effective channel estimation schemes have been proposed for FTN systems in [93] , [94] , and [60] . In [93] , a timedivision multiplexing (TDM) based reference signal (RS) design scheme has been proposed in the FTN systems. In this scheme, the resource elements (REs) in a physical resource block (PRB) are first divided into orthogonal and non-orthogonal multiplexing regions. And then, the RSs for estimating channel state information are multiplexed in the orthogonal RE region to assure the channel estimation accuracy. In [94] , the pilot symbols are transmitted on a predetermined subset of orthogonal subcarriers to reduce ICI. Meanwhile, in order to overcome the ill-conditioning in channel estimation, a robust channel estimation method has also been proposed correspondingly. In [60] , a training-based channel estimation scheme has been proposed for polarization division multiplexed m-ary quadrature amplitude modulation systems with Tomlinson-Harashima precoding, where the effect of the expanded constellation points has been taken into account to improve channel estimation accuracy.
To the best of our knowledge, only the above three papers focus channel estimation in the FTN systems even if there is a lot of literature on channel estimation of general wireless systems. In fact, the above proposed schemes are the knownsymbol-based channel estimation and all known symbols are placed in the orthogonal resources as far as possible to improve the channel estimation accuracy. Except knownsymbol-based channel estimation, decision-directed one and iterative one are also popular in conventional systems. Therefore, we need to extend these schemes to the FTN systems and further study its performance.
C. RECEIVER DESIGN OF TIME-DOMAIN FTN
In the existing research on time-domain FTN transmission, the AWGN channel is usually assumed. Under this assumption, the corresponding received signal, y(t), can be expressed as
where s(t) is the transmit signal as in (1) and n(t) is the AWGN with zero mean and unit variance. Generally, the received signal will be first processed by a matched filter, p * (−t − nξ T ). The output of the matched filter will be
where h(t − nξ T ) and w(t) are the equivalent channel and noise, respectively, after the matched filter. Now, signal detection turns to recover the transmitted signal sequence, c n , in (1) from the matched filter output, r(t). In order to solve this problem, lots of effective receiving processing schemes have been proposed. Two of them, Viterbi algorithm for MLSE and BCJR algorithm for maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) estimation, are very attractive and can effectively deal with the ISI. The Viterbi algorithm exploits the trellis structure to find the most likely transmit sequence while the BCJR algorithm estimates the transmit sequence by iterative detection. However, both algorithms are nonlinear and generally have high computational complexity. To address the issue, some low-complex schemes have also been proposed. In the following, we will briefly review the Viterbi, BCJR, and the other low-complex schemes for the time-domain FTN signaling.
1) MLSE FOR FTN SIGNALING
Although the MLSE algorithm [67] is complexity, it can effectively extract the transmitted signals from the received signal with ISI. Therefore, this algorithm has been used to detect the transmitted signals in optical communications systems with FTN signaling [95] . Generally, under the assumption that w(t) is the AWGN, the ML estimation criterion for the received signal, r(t), in (10) can be expressed asĉ
where c = {c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , · · · } and p(r(t)|c) is the conditional probability density function (PDF) of r(t) when the symbol sequence, c, is transmitted. In order to effectively solve the above optimization problem, the Viterbi algorithm [96] , [97] exploiting the trellis structure has been proposed to simplify the detection of the transmitted sequences [10] . However, its complexity is still large and therefore a realization of the MLSE algorithm is not practical. Some variants of the Viterbi algorithm have been proposed in [98] - [100] to further reduce the implementation complexity. In these variants, the state size of the ISI tap set and the trellis size are reduced to simplify the detection as far as possible. In fact, the detection complexity is generally related to the detection performance. The reduction of the complexity generally results in some performance loss. The ISI for FTN systems can be controlled, it is therefore necessary to design a good MLSE receiver with the tradeoff of performance and complexity. In [101] , a MLSE scheme with channel shortening has been proposed. In this scheme, the length of the equivalent channel is decreased by using channel shortening technique so that the detection complexity is significantly reduced. Meanwhile, the acceptable BER performance is achieved. The corresponding results can be found in Fig. 7 . VOLUME 5, 2017
2) MAP DETECTOR FOR FTN SIGNALING
As mentioned before, the MLSE method based on maximumlikelihood (ML) estimation is the optimal one if all transmitted sequences are equiprobable. Otherwise, the optimal detection method will be MAP estimation. For MAP detection, the decision criterion can be expressed as [102] 
Since it is complex to directly maximize the objective in (12), a simple MAP detection with symbol-by-symbol trellis decoder has been proposed by Bahl, Cocke, Jelinek and Raviv in 1974 [103] , which is the BCJR algorithm mentioned before. The BCJR algorithm still has high complexity. Therefore, some reduced complexity BCJR algorithms have been described in [104] , [105] . Their essential is to decrease the size of trellis and the complexity of trellis searching. Furthermore, a new M-algorithm BCJR (M-BCJR) algorithm with low-complexity has been proposed in [48] to suppress the ISI introduced by FTN signaling. In this scheme, the recursion calculation is limited to the M significant terms, where the M is much smaller than the ISI state space to reduce the computational complexity. Since the logarithm likelihood ratio (LLR) quality corresponding to these M terms is improved, so is the BER performance. It has been demonstrated by simulation that this scheme leads simultaneously to an energy saving of 4 dB and a bandwidth reduction of 35% compared to the binary orthogonal signaling. The BCJR algorithm can also exploit the redundancy of the coded FTN systems to enhance the detection performance. In [106] , the performance of FTN signaling with a BCJR equalizer has been evaluated in TU-6 fading channel model.
3) LOW-COMPLEX RECEIVER DESIGN
As mentioned before, FTN systems increase the receiver complexity. Correspondingly, we need to find some proper algorithms with reasonable complexity and good performance. This means that we need to make a trade-off between system performance and implementation complexity. Therefore, some low-complex signal detection schemes will be reviewed here.
Frequency-domain equalization (FDE) is an effective way reducing the receiver complexity of FTN signaling [54] , [55] , [107] , [108] . In [55] , a sub-optimal FDE method has been proposed for FTN systems. In [54] , the idea of decisionfeedback is further merging to the FDE. Moreover, soft decision and turbo equalization can be further used in the FDE scheme [107] , where a finite-tap circulant matrix structure is used to approximate the resultant ISI for reducing the computational complexity. However, the FDE related schemes require a guard interval (GI) to convert linear convolution into circular convolution to facilitate frequencydomain processing. To save the GI, an overlap FDE is proposed in [108] for the FTN signaling. This scheme can obtain the similar BER performance as the conventional FDE with the GI for a fixed transmission rate at the cost of a slight complexity increase. A FDE receiver that can be deal with doubly selective channels has been proposed in [109] .
Additionally, the linear schemes, such as zero forcing (ZF) and minimum mean-square error (MMSE), and successive interference cancellation (SIC), can be also used to reduce the complexity. In order to guarantee the BER performance, they are generally combined with the Viterbi or the BCJR algorithm. In [110] , an MMSE-based turbo equalizer with LDPC code has been proposed to mitigate ISI in an FTN system. In [57] , an iterative detector with an SIC scheme has been developed. In [111] , QR decomposition is applied to the FDE receiver to reduce the complexity of interference suppression. In [112] , weighted factor graph serial-schedule belief propagation (FG-SS-BP) equalization is proposed for turbo detection scheme, where Gaussian approximation is used to calculate the LLR to reduce the equalization complexity. In these schemes, the ISI introduced by the FTN signaling can be efficiently eliminated through lowcomplexity algorithms.
4) DETECTOR WITH COLORED NOISE
In the above, the noise is assumed to be AWGN while the colored noise is generally induced by the matched filter at the receiver, which will degrade the BER of the system based on the AWGN assumption. In order to address this issue, a lot effective signal processing methods have been proposed.
In [113] and [114] , the iterative receivers by using BCJR algorithm have been proposed to address the colored noise. In [115] , a low-complexity graph-based linear MMSE equalizer exploiting the statistics of the colored noise has been developed. In [116] , a soft-decision FDE-aided FTN receiver has been proposed, where a colored noise whitening filter based on MMSE weights is used to reduce the effect of the colored noise on the system performance. In [61] , noise whitening is simultaneously performed at the transmitter and the receiver for the FTN system with the TomlinsonHarashima precoder. For all above proposed schemes, the effect of the colored noise on the system performance is reduced by using noise whitening. In general, the receiver considering the effect of the colored noise need to be further studied in the future FTN systems.
D. RECEIVER DESIGN OF FREQUENCY-DOMAIN FTN
Besides the time-domain squeeze, the frequency-domain squeeze of FTN can also increase the spectral efficiency. Since the frequency-domain squeeze reduces the space between adjacent sub-carriers, the ICI will be introduced, which complicates the signal detection at the receiver. In this section, we will take a look at the receiver processing schemes in the frequency-domain FTN signaling, i.e., SEFDM transmission as mentioned before.
As shown in Fig. 8 , the SEFDM receiver includes a demodulator and a detector. The demodulator collects statistics of the incoming signal by projecting it onto the orthogonal bases while the detector estimates the transmit sequence based on the collected statistics [117] . In the demodulator, the received signal, y(t), will be first projected on the orthogonal bases, {b i (t)}. Denote the signal model after the demodulation to be r = Hc + n,
dt is the element at the mth row and the n column of H. Obviously, this received signal model is the same as the conventional one. Therefore, typical detection schemes can be applied here to mitigate the ICI introduced by SEFDM transmission.
Generally, the ML detector can be used to suppress ICI and detect the transmitted SEFDM sequences, but it is with high computational complex [118] , [119] . On the other hand, low-complexity linear detection techniques, such as ZF and MMSE, have poor BER performance and limit the level of bandwidth savings [120] , [121] . Therefore, detectors with lower complexity than the ML detector but better performance than the linear ones have been developed.
In [120] , a combination of MMSE estimation and ML estimation has been proposed to suppress ICI in the SEFDM systems. Combined MMSE-ML estimation achieves a near optimum detection performance but with low complexity. In [121] , a generalized sphere decoding (SD) algorithm has been developed, which is with suitable complexity and could obtain up to 25% bandwidth saving compared with the traditional OFDM. Furthermore, a joint channel equalization and signal detection scheme has been proposed in [122] . In order to reduce the complexity of ICI mitigation, a regularized sphere decoding (RSD) algorithm has been exploited in the detection stage. The detected SEFDM symbols are then used as pilots to provide more accurate estimation of the channel state information. The proposed receiver can obtain up to 20% bandwidth saving compared with OFDM with 32 subcarriers and 4QAM. In [123] , a new modified sphere decoding (SD) algorithm, combining SD and semidefinite programming (SDP), has been proposed for the SEFDM system, where the receiver achieves a quasi-optimal BER for an SEFDM system with 20% spectral gain compared to OFDM and has lower computational complexity than an equivalent SDP.
In addition to the above schemes, some iterative detectors have also been proposed. In [124] , a lattice-reduction (LR) aided soft output detector has been proposed to mitigate ICI caused by subcarrier packing in the SEFDM system. In this scheme, the LR is used to reduce the basis of ICI term in equalization process and guarantees near optimum performance. In [125] , a modified iterative detector has been developed for interference reduction in SEFDM systems, which can obtain a comparable performance with the near optimal SD method. In [51] , an FFT detector working with a standard BCJR decoder has been proposed to iteratively improve the SEFDM performance. This scheme can save up to 40% of bandwidth compared to the OFDM system with 1024 subcarriers and reduce the complexity at the same time.
In the above, some effective receiving schemes have been proposed, but some realistic conditions, such as how to deal with the fading of wireless channels and what is the impact of channel estimation error to signal detection, should be further considered?
E. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
For hardware implementation of the FTN receiver, several interesting schemes have been introduced in [20] , [126] , and [127] . In [20] , [126] , an improved implementation architecture with memory saving has been proposed for a multicarrier FTN decoder. In particular, the memory optimized architecture achieves 28.7% saving in overall chip area and provides up to 43.8% saving in power compared to the pre-optimized scheme. In [127] , an iterative decoder for the FTN and the orthogonal multicarrier systems has been implemented in a 65nm CMOS chip, which can switch between the orthogonal mode and the FTN signaling mode and exploit channel properties to improve bandwidth efficiency.
In [128] , a hardware design for an SEFDM receiver employing the truncated singular value decomposition (TSVD) algorithm has been presented. In the design, VOLUME 5, 2017 the TSVD algorithm has been implemented on an FPGA device using very high-speed integrated circuit hardware description language (VHDL). The measurement results show that this receiver has excellent fixed-point performance, which is comparable to the existing floating-point simulation. Furthermore, in [129] , a hybrid detector with TSVD and fixed sphere decoding (TSVD-FSD) for SEFDM systems has been implemented on an FPGA platform. The detailed test indicates that the implementation method with 16 subcarriers can obtain 25% bandwidth saving. In [130] , the TSVD-FSD algorithm with low complexity and reconfigurable capability has been further implemented in a joint FPGA and digital signal processor (DSP) platform, where the reconfigurable capability can support flexible and different system sizes and provide up to 136.8 Mbps data rate.
In the above, lots of effort on implementation of the FTN receiver has been made to satisfy the system requirements, optimize the available hardware resources, and maximize the hardware potential. Joint design of transmitter and receiver may further improve the performance of the FTN systems.
V. OPEN ISSUES
Recently, as the development of the silicon technology and the increase of the data rate requirement, the non-orthogonal FTN signaling attracts the attention from academia and industry again. However, more efforts are needed for practical applications of FTN in the future wireless communications. Based on our discussion in the previous sections, there exist the following open issues.
A. Mazo LIMIT ANALYSIS
The existing work computes the minimum distance and determines the Mazo limit for different FTN systems mainly based on the exhausted searches. Only some typical types of input data and pulses have been exploited. More advanced and efficient algorithms determining the Mazo limit for general FTN signaling need to be further investigated. Additionally, the existing analysis on the Mazo limit focuses on the simple one-dimension FTN with sinc pulse and binary linear modulation. The more practical and complicated twodimension FTN with other shaping pulses or non-binary non-linear modulation need to be further understood.
B. CAPACITY ANALYSIS
The existing capacity analysis is mostly for the time-domain FTN. In frequency domain, the capacity gain introduced by FTN signaling is seldom exploited. Since the capacity gain introduced by outer spectral skirts has little contribution to the total capacity [44] . It is worthy to notice that the derived FTN capacity and corresponding analysis are based on the T -orthogonal shaping pulses with a time squeezing factor. However, it is possible to use the non-orthogonal pulses as the shaping filter for the FTN signaling. Although the FTN capacity and its properties have been extended to the non-T -orthogonal pulses and proved in [73] , the corresponding analysis, such as the Mazo limits and BER performance, are still open.
C. PULSE SHAPING DESIGN
For FTN system, different shaping pulses, p(t), have different Mazo limits, maximum minimum distances, and implementation complexities. As discussed in Section II-F, when ξ = 1 2BT , the constrained FTN capacity can be achieved. Nevertheless, the shaping pulses whose Mazo limits reach 1 2BT have different BER performances and implementation complexities. Therefore, the shaping pulse, p(t), should be designed to balance the FTN capacity, BER performance, and implementation complexity.
D. CHANNEL ESTIMATION
Accurate channel estimation is essential for improving the performance of the FTN systems. However, channel estimation is a challenging problem in non-orthogonal transmission of the FTN signaling. There is only limited work to address the issue. Moreover, the existing work has mainly focused on the design of the pilot symbols while ignored how to design effective channel estimation schemes and investigate their performance at the FTN systems. Therefore, it is necessary to exploit the special feature of the FTN systems to design channel estimation schemes.
E. RECEIVER COMPLEXITY VERSUS PERFORMANCE
In order to remove ISI and / or ICI introduced by FTN signaling, many advanced receivers have been proposed. Generally, these receivers have high complexity for good performance. Therefore, efficient low-complex solutions are desired in the practical systems. However, low-complexity algorithms generally degrade the performance of FTN. Therefore, how to balance the complexity and the performance is an interesting issue.
F. EFFECTS OF REALISTIC SCENARIOS
In the above discussion on the receiving schemes, the realistic scenarios have not been considered fully. For example, the practical wireless channel should be fading tather than AWGN. Therefore, how to design the estimation schemes and analyze their performance in this scenario is still an open issue.
G. HARDWARE DESIGN
In the existing work, implementation of FTN transmitter or receiver has been investigated to satisfy system requirements, optimize the available hardware resources, and maximize the hardware potential. However, more advanced receiver or transmitter architectures for the FTN detection are not considered. Therefore, hardware design and implementation for transmitter and receiver further need to be considered.
VI. SUMMARY
In this article, we have provided an overview on FTN signaling. First, the history of FTN, its applications in further wireless communications, and its basic principles have been discussed. Then the transmitter and receiver optimization has been presented. In the transmitter design, the pulse shaping and transmitter hardware implementation have been discussed in detail while the receiving schemes with the Viterbi and BCJR algorithms have been described in the receiver design. Finally, the current research issues for the FTN signaling and the future challenges in the corresponding areas have been provided.
